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Indeed, Lin Ziming’s response is critical.
Then, a person asked: “Then should we tell the senior leaders of other
countries to let them join together?”
Tuoba Liang said to the side: “That must be said, as the so-called people are
large and powerful, this is not just a war between our country and the world
of sects, but a war of all national forces and the world of sects!”
However, when he said this, Lin Ziming shook his head and vetoed him, “I
can’t talk to them.”
“Ok?”
Hearing these words of Lin Ziming, Tuoba Liang immediately froze for a
moment and expressed doubts, “Isn’t it right, instructor Lin, shouldn’t we
stand in the same array with the countries of the world?”
Many people also expressed doubts.
Lin Ziming said: “If it’s not useful, it will be counterproductive. Moreover,
to a certain extent, if they can’t handle it, they will naturally see clearly that
our country, China, is doing the best in this battle. Okay. At that time, they
will naturally come to the door and ask for help.”
Tuoba Liang heard very confused and didn’t understand it, but Huangpudao
already understood it. He smiled again on his face and gave Lin Ziming a
thumbs up, “Ziming, it’s still your brain.” It works. When the time comes,
our country, China, will be the first in the world. It can be said to kill two
birds with one stone!!”
Shangguan Wei’an also wanted to understand when he heard this, and his
eyes brightened and said: “Yes, not bad. With the example of our country,
they will naturally move closer to us, invisibly, treating us as big brothers.
Once the war is over, Then the status of our country in the world will
definitely take on a new look!”
Speaking of this, Shangguan Wei’an bowed deeply to Lin Ziming and said:
“Instructor Lin, I replace so many compatriots in China, thank you!”
Lin Ziming was immediately shocked. He didn’t expect that Shangguan
Wei’an would give him such a big gift, and quickly helped him up and said,
“Oh, senior Shangguan, you have broken the brat, please get up soon. I’m
just licking my lips, I can’t afford to worship you like this!”
Although many people didn’t bow their salute like Shangguan Wei’an, but
they also sincerely admire and appreciate Lin Ziming.
It is conceivable that when the time comes, how beautiful China will be.
Of course, the premise of this scenery is that they win this war!
And the difficulty is too big. To be honest, many people present have no
confidence at all.
Next, they began to discuss the joints and how to do it.
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These are all things to consider.
For Lin Ziming, what he will do next is…decapitation!
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